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Rationale  
Research found that on average when teachers ask questions, they will only wait less than one 
second for a pupil to respond (Rowe, 1986). Waiting time or thinking time refers to the 
period of silence from when a question is asked and when one or more students respond 
(Teacher Vision, 2015). Rowe (1986) discovered that if the period of silence between asking 
a question and receiving an answer was extended to 3 or more seconds, this would have 
benefits to the responses and their understanding. Dylan William (2010) agreed with this, 
stating that to allow for an increase in learning a wait time of 3 seconds is required. Research 
has identified that the use of extended wait time also had a positive effect on teacher. Tobin 
(1987) found that the quantity of questions asked lowered but the quality of questions asked 
increase. It also showed an increase in the higher order thinking questions which were asked 
(Tobin, 1987). 
 
Aims 
The aim of this enquiry was to evaluate the effect of wait time on pupil responses to 
questioning within a primary classroom setting. Through observing the actions and responses 
of children within the classroom, the benefits and potential drawbacks of implementing wait 
time should be evident.		
 
Methodology   
This enquiry was carried out with a class of 20 pupils at the Primary 5/4 stage over a period 
of 4 weeks. The investigation focussed on two curricular areas, those being Literacy and 
Mathematics. The whole class were used but observations were focussed on certain pupils 
based upon their unlikeliness and/ or rush to volunteer answers. These pupils were identified 
by observations carried out prior to the research being formally undertaken. There was no 
wait time given in week one, 4 seconds in week two, 7 seconds in week three and 9 seconds 
during the last week on the enquiry. The responses were observed (Appendix 1) to monitor 
changes in the quality of answers as well as the children who were answering. At the 
beginning of week one a short questionnaire was carried out which involved the class teacher 
asking the questions stated and recording the responses to each question (Appendix 2). The 
questionnaire was intended to determine the perceptions children have in relation to answer 
response times and perceived intelligence. This allowed for the formation of a baseline to be 
used for comparison of data that had been collected over the duration of the research project. 
The same questionnaire was carried out in week 4 which can also be found in Appendix 2. 
Four focus children within the class were interviewed at the start of the investigation, and 



again during the final week of investigation, in order to monitor any changes in the views of 
the children in relation to wait time. The interview questions and responses can be found in 
Appendices 3 and 4. 
 
Findings  
In week one of the enquiry there was no wait time given and responses were limited to the 
same pupils who were engaged. As the wait time gradually increased, I began to notice more 
engagement and a slight improvement in the answers provided. From week two onwards, I 
used lollipop sticks to promote engagement as pupils anticipated that they may be chosen to 
provide an answer. The Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce (Carroll and McCulloch, 2018) strategy 
provided support to those pupils who were not as confident. It also increased the quality of 
answers being given through reflection on what others have said. The questionnaire feedback 
from focussed pupils in week four demonstrated that pupils required more time to think about 
their answers, however having too much wait time was considered not to be beneficial as 
pupils may get distracted. Compared to the same questions being asked in week one, the 
responses in week four were more positive towards wait time and pupils felt their answers 
were getting better.  
 
The class survey carried out at the beginning of week one and at the end of week four 
demonstrated a slight change in opinion regarding the importance of answering quickly. At 
the beginning of week one, 58% of pupils believed it was important to answer quickly 
compared to 49% in week 4. This suggests that the focus on wait time has encouraged pupils 
to think about their answers before answering quickly. The use of lollipop sticks encouraged 
more engagement, particularly from those who would not usually raise hands during 
questioning. This indicates that the use of wait time and lollipop sticks has increased 
confidence within the class, allowing pupils to think about their answers before answering. 
 
Conclusions  
There was an increase in participation and engagement during questioning in the classroom. 
The quality of answers improved, showing pupils were putting thought and reflection into 
their answers. Some pupils found it difficult to stay focussed when wait time was increased to 
9 seconds. Through observation, it was clear that some pupils would be distracted by peers or 
would forget the question asked. This demonstrates that some pupils will not be able to wait 
too long as their attention span may not be able to last for certain lengths of time. Deciding 
the correct length of wait time would be dependent on the group of pupils you are working 
with and what length of time works best for them. The responses from the pupil questionnaire 
from week one were very limited with pupils answering ‘I don’t know’. However, by week 
four, pupils were much more positive when answering and felt having more wait time 
improved their answers. Although through observation this was true in some cases, it is 
important to consider that the responses are only from 4 pupils. It should also be noted that 
there are limitations. The enquiry was only carried out over a short period of time and was 
based on one group of children in a P5/4 class. Therefore, it would be beneficial to research 
the effects of wait time for a longer period of time, across different stages. In conclusion, this 



enquiry highlighted that an effective wait time of 7 seconds produced the best answers in the 
P5/4 class of pupils. 
 
Implications for Future Practice 
This enquiry demonstrated the possible benefits of providing pupils with additional thinking 
time during questioning. However, it is important to consider that not all pupils will respond 
positively to this strategy. In future, additional thinking time should be given to pupils during 
discussions and questioning as it encourages pupil engagement and increases enthusiasm. It 
would be beneficial to explain what thinking time is as this improved pupils’ understanding 
and as a result, they were more engaged. It should be taken into consideration that these 
observations were limited to Literacy and Mathematics, therefore it would be beneficial to 
investigate the optimum thinking time during other curricular areas as well as a different 
group of pupils.  
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